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Abstract

After decades of research on early attachment relationships, questions remain concerning whether the evidence supports claims made by attachment theory, in particular, that variation in early attachment predicts children’s developmental adaptation or maladaptation, and that characteristics of children’s temperament does not determine attachment. To evaluate these claims, we conducted meta-analyses on early attachment and children’s social competence with peers, externalizing problems, internalizing symptoms, and temperament. In this article, we summarize our findings, which support attachment theory—though we note caveats. We also call for new measurement models, a focus on mediating and moderating mechanisms, and multisite replications.
Attachment theory (1, 2) has been a generative theoretical framework for investigating the developmental origins and legacy of children’s early experiences with parents. Attachment theory proposes that parents’ sensitive caregiving, not children’s endogenous characteristics, primarily determines individual differences in attachment security (3). Specifically, experiences of parental (in)sensitivity are encoded by children into an internal working model encompassing views of the self, others, and the nature of relationships that influence developmental adaptation (4, 5). Thus, attachment theory claims that early attachment security should be largely independent of children’s individual characteristics (e.g., temperament) and predict more optimal socioemotional outcomes (including higher-quality interpersonal relationships and fewer externalizing and internalizing problems).

These claims have received much attention in almost five decades of research on attachment (6-9). However, findings have not always converged, and together with the sheer size of the literature, range of correlates examined, and diversity of samples investigated, reviewers have found it difficult to draw conclusions about the significance of early attachment for socioemotional (mal)adaptation. Meta-analysis provides a structured, principled way to quantitatively summarize complex literatures, test theories, and generate new hypotheses. Accordingly, we conducted quantitative reviews examining the relation between early attachment and children’s peer competence (i.e., social skills, the quality of children’s interactions with peers, and social status; 10); externalizing symptoms (i.e., aggression, oppositional problems, conduct problems, and hostility; 11); internalizing symptoms (i.e., depression, anxiety, social withdrawal, and somatic complaints; 12); and temperament (i.e., negative emotional reactivity and regulation; 13).
We addressed questions about the developmental significance of early attachment security versus insecurity by quantifying the association between early attachment and adaptation within these developmental domains and comparing meta-analytic associations across developmental domains to examine whether early security has narrow or broad significance (14). We also examined the dynamic nature of these meta-analytic associations over childhood to determine whether the predictive significance of early attachment endures or diminishes over time (15), and we tested whether the effects of attachment vary by population (e.g., clinical status, sex, socioeconomic adversity). For each developmental domain, we examined the relative significance of patterns of insecurity, as some insecure classifications may be linked more closely to some outcomes than others. We restricted our focus to studies that began in early childhood, and we used standardized observational assessments of attachment to be reasonably confident that we were examining common studies using similar definitions and measurement frames, uncontaminated by shared method variance or informant bias. Because relatively few studies have examined attachment between children and fathers, there were either too few studies to include in the meta-analysis (11) or the few studies limited the conclusions we could draw (10, 12, 13). In this article, we summarize findings from this work in relation to mother-child attachment, first focusing on findings for secure versus insecure infants and then on those for patterns of insecurity and disorganization. We also discuss their meaning and significance for ongoing research.

The Developmental Significance of Early Attachment Security

Sequelae and Origins of Early Attachment Security
According to attachment theory, early security may have the strongest implications for children’s peer relationships, and important yet weaker implications for psychopathology (14). By carving the literature on attachment into distinct developmental domains, our meta-analyses estimated more precisely the association between security and (mal)adaptation within these domains and allowed us to evaluate the relative significance of attachment across developmental domains. Early security was associated with greater social competence (d = 0.39; 10), fewer externalizing problems (d = 0.31; 11), and, to a lesser extent, fewer internalizing problems (d = 0.15; 12). Moreover, early security was associated most strongly with children’s subsequent interactions with peers (i.e., social competence and externalizing difficulties, which often manifest in peer contexts) and weakly with internalizing symptoms (see Figure 1).

By traditional standards, the effect sizes between early security and children’s peer competence and externalizing symptomatology were modest, falling between Cohen’s (16) criteria for small (d = 0.20) and medium (d = 0.50) effects, suggesting that any simplistic notion that security determines peer interactions in childhood and aggressive behavior is likely incorrect. However, meta-analytic associations should be considered in the context of other studies examining similar phenomena and using similar methods (17). In that respect, the combined effect sizes are not trivial, as they are comparable to the meta-analytic associations between parenting and delinquency (d = 0.39; 18) and parenting and relational aggression (d = 0.22; 19). These meta-analytic associations gain greater significance considering that they are relatively free from measurement bias and occur over lengthy periods. In contrast, the association between insecurity and internalizing problems was weak, a finding we return to later.

Regarding the origins of attachment, security is thought to be rooted in the caregiving environment and thus to have little relation to temperament (3). In our meta-analysis, attachment
security was associated with lower levels of negative temperament \((d = 0.13; 13)\). However, this association was significantly weaker than that between security and social competence and externalizing (but not internalizing) problems (see Figure 1), providing little evidence that temperament determines security status.

**The Legacy of Attachment Security Across Childhood**

Supporting the idea that attachment has enduring significance for developmental (mal)adaptation (15), we found that associations between security and children’s peer competence and internalizing symptoms did not vary according to age of outcome assessment (10, 12), the association between attachment and externalizing problems increased with age (11), and the temporal lag between attachment and outcome assessments did not moderate any of the meta-analytic associations. As these meta-analyses comprised children from 1 to 12-14 years and the lag between attachment and outcome assessments ranged from birth to 13 years, these findings suggest that, although modest, the significance of early security for children’s socioemotional adaptation does not wane from infancy to early adolescence. However, these studies cannot determine whether such stability is due to the early effects of attachment on stable psychobiological structures or continuity in caregiving, a point we return to later.

**Moderators of Meta-Analytic Associations with Attachment Security**

We examined whether the meta-analytic associations between early security and socioemotional adaptation were moderated by factors that have been linked with or indicate psychological problems (e.g., parent or child diagnosed with psychiatric disorder; prenatal exposure to drugs), children’s sex, or socioeconomic status. The association between insecurity
and externalizing symptomatology was stronger when either the child or the parent had been diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder (See Figure 2; 11). In addition, children’s sex moderated the association between insecurity and externalizing problems, with a stronger association for boys (11), supporting the claim that insecurity might be linked with externalizing problems in boys but not the related assertion that insecurity might be linked to internalizing symptoms in girls (8). Socioeconomic status did not significantly moderate any of the meta-analytic associations (10-12), providing little support for a diathesis-stress model in which the effect of insecurity is strongest in economically deprived populations. These findings suggest that early insecurity places boys and children from clinical populations (i.e., children or parents with psychiatric difficulties) at heightened risk for externalizing problems, but that such factors play little role in amplifying the negative impact of insecurity on peer competence and internalizing problems.

The Developmental Significance of Early Avoidant, Resistant, and Disorganized Attachments

In the meta-analyses, we examined the shared and distinctive significance of early avoidant, resistant, and disorganized attachments (see Figure 1). In line with expectations that all patterns of insecurity might undermine social competence (7), early avoidant, resistant, and disorganized attachments were negatively associated with peer competence and the 85% confidence intervals for the point estimates overlapped, suggesting that each pattern of insecurity was associated comparably with less peer competence (10). Regarding psychopathology, a somewhat unanticipated pattern emerged: Avoidance was significantly associated with externalizing and internalizing problems, whereas resistance was not significantly associated
with either symptom domain (11, 12), providing little support for the claim that avoidant and resistant attachments serve as distinctive diatheses for externalizing versus internalizing problems, respectively (20). Moreover, early disorganization placed children at the greatest risk for externalizing problems (relative to other insecure categories), but was not significantly associated with internalizing problems (11, 12), suggesting that instead of having broad implications for psychopathology (21), the significance of disorganization was restricted to the externalizing domain. Consistent with conclusions from prior narrative reviews (9, 22), the association between insecurity and negative temperament was primarily due to resistant attachment, as neither avoidance nor disorganization was significantly associated with temperament (13).

Findings from our meta-analysis on internalizing symptomatology converged with those from a similar meta-analysis (23), but diverged from other quantitative and narrative reviews (24, 25). This might be because of the scope of the reviews. Our meta-analysis and one of the others (23) included only studies that assessed early attachment via observation to help rule out potential inflation of associations due to shared method variance and to evaluate a central tenet of attachment theory that early attachments have enduring significance for development (15). The other reviews (24, 25) included studies that used self-reports of attachment and internalizing symptoms, which might have inflated effect sizes artificially, and studies that used attachment measures administered in childhood and adolescence (i.e., 1-18 years). Thus, only one meta-analysis (23) might be considered an independent replication of ours; it corroborated evidence that early avoidant, but not resistant or disorganized, attachment is significantly associated with internalizing symptoms.
Looking Ahead and Conclusion

Our meta-analyses, comprising the most comprehensive set of quantitative reviews of the literature on the developmental significance of early attachment, provided evidence that early attachment security is only weakly associated with infant temperament, has enduring significance for children’s socioemotional (mal)adjustment, and is more strongly involved in social competence and externalizing problems than internalizing problems. Moreover, the findings underscored the across-the-board significance of all insecure attachment patterns for social competence, the broad (yet weak) significance of avoidant attachment for externalizing and internalizing symptomatology, and the relatively heightened significance of disorganized attachment for externalizing outcomes. These results are crucial for indicating the importance, but also the limits, of attachment for informing models of psychopathology and adjustment. In addition, even the stronger associations were modest. Our findings also challenge the claim that avoidance is important for externalizing problems, resistance for internalizing problems, and disorganization for general psychological problems (20, 21). Next, we suggest how researchers might address these issues.

One potential reason for the modest meta-analytic associations and partial support for the differential significance of insecure subtypes concerns possible limits in assessing infant attachment. Specifically, the factor structure of infant attachment as assessed by the Strange Situation (26) may be best reflected by two weakly correlated factors of attachment-related avoidance and resistance (disorganization loaded on the resistance factor, albeit not strongly; 27). In contrast to this two-factor solution, the standard coding system (including disorganized attachment and on which we based our meta-analyses) treats insecure patterns of attachment as mutually exclusive, which might have limited the ability of research to detect distinctive
implications of patterns of insecurity. That said, findings from our meta-analyses did differ for resistant and disorganized attachments in two domains, which might be interpreted as inconsistent with the finding that disorganization and resistance load on a common factor. Thus, we need research on the factor structure of early attachment, especially in high-risk groups where greater variation in disorganization is typical. Similarly, we need more work comparing the predictive significance of the two-factor versus standard coding approaches for children’s adaptation in the outcome domains examined here. Moreover, this work is limited by its reliance on a few scales that were not designed with psychometric modeling in mind or to capture all relevant aspects of attachment behavior. Further innovation in measuring attachment phenomena is important.

Nearly all studies on attachment and internalizing symptomatology used parent and teacher reports of symptoms. Given the less public nature of internalizing symptoms, parents and teachers might find it difficult to report on such symptoms. Research on attachment and externalizing problems also relies on such reports, and our meta-analysis revealed that studies that use parent reports ($d = 0.22$) and teacher reports ($d = 0.30$) produced smaller effect sizes than those that use direct observations ($d = 0.58$; 11). Finally, despite the appreciation of developmental changes in peer relationships (e.g., increasing importance of intimacy), many studies on attachment and peer competence have not used measures sensitive to such changes; in fact, nearly half used reports of children’s general social skills. Research on the implications of attachment would benefit from observational and multi-informant measures, including reports by clinicians and children, that capture variation in outcomes more successfully.

Except in the case of children’s externalizing problems, our meta-analyses provided limited evidence that the impact of early (in)security was magnified when children experienced
potential risk factors. Researchers might explore whether other factors increase or attenuate associations between attachment and different outcomes. Specifically, given theoretical arguments (28) and evidence (29) that the negative impact of insecurity increases when children experience many risk factors, researchers should focus on children experiencing more than one risk factor. Researchers might also consider individual factors that make children differentially susceptible to context (30, 31). Indeed, given our finding that insecurity was weakly associated with temperament (13), one way to reconcile the attachment and temperament literatures might be to consider whether children’s negative temperamental reactivity, conceptualized as a susceptibility factor, heightens the impact of early security on outcomes—for better and for worse (9, 22).

Studies on the implications of attachment generally feature small samples that are underpowered to detect the meta-analytic associations reported here (median $N = 44, 51, \text{ and } 56$ and median power for one-tailed tests $= 37\%, 30\%, \text{ and } 15\%$ for studies on peer competence, externalizing, and internalizing outcomes, respectively), increasing the risk of false positives and negatives. Small, underpowered samples are particularly problematic for studies examining the significance of resistant and disorganized attachments for internalizing problems because these attachment patterns are relatively uncommon (32). Given that some of the most surprising meta-analytic findings emerged in this outcome domain, larger, well-powered investigations on attachment and internalizing symptomatology are needed. We call for multisite investigations aimed at replicating a key prediction that insecurity, generally, and resistant and disorganized attachments, specifically, heighten risk for internalizing symptomatology. A successful example of such an effort to replicate a target set of findings across many labs exists (33) and provides a useful model for testing this prediction. Ideally, such efforts would compare two-factor and
traditional approaches to attachment, use trained observers to measure internalizing symptomatology, and examine the role of cumulative psychosocial risk and individual susceptibility factors.

Our meta-analyses provided evidence that, although modest, attachment-outcome associations do not wane over the early life course, providing support for the claim that early attachments have enduring significance for socioemotional development. Given such evidence, we need theory-driven studies that address mediating processes that account for such enduring effects. According to attachment theory, internal working models are among the mechanisms linking early attachment experiences to later outcomes (4, 5), and in recent years, advances have been made in our understanding of the nature of such models. Drawing on evidence from cognitive psychology that similarities across repeated experiences are summarized in the form of scripts, attachment scholars have argued that repeated secure base interactions are represented in the form of a secure base script (an understanding that when attachment problems arise, attachment figures consistently provide support in overcoming the problem; 34, 35). Although access to a secure base script in adulthood is predicted by attachment-relevant experiences in childhood (36, 37) and associated with attachment-relevant behavior (e.g., sensitivity, 38), we need further research on the development of such knowledge in childhood and its role in explicating links between early attachment and socioemotional adjustment.

In addition to internal working models, other mechanisms have been proposed to explain associations between attachment and later outcomes, including social information processing (39), emotional reactivity and regulation (40), and continuity in caregiving (41). Given that attachment relationships serve as a context in which children’s stress is regulated, another mechanism by which early experiences might be carried forward is via the effect of attachment
on neurobiological systems involved in regulating stress. Indeed, in some studies, attachment has been linked with children’s physiological responding within attachment-relevant contexts (see 42), highlighting the need for further research into potential neurobiological mechanisms. Furthermore, studies have started to cast light on novel correlates of security at the level of brain structure and function (43), which may provide clues to the mechanisms linking attachment to emotion and behavior.

Despite this wealth of theory, few studies have programmatically tested competing explanations regarding the mechanisms mediating between attachment and children’s later (mal)adaptation, making it unclear whether the meta-analytic associations reported here are due to effects of attachment on the psychobiological mediators described earlier or stability in the caregiving environment. Researchers should test these possibilities by adopting many methods so neurobiological (e.g., HPA axis function, neural activity), cognitive (e.g., internal working models, social attributions), emotional (emotion regulation), and social (e.g., continuity in care) mechanisms are examined simultaneously to tease apart their unique versus joint contribution. In conceptualizing how these multilevel mechanisms might explain attachment-outcome associations, researchers might draw on a cascade model in which associations between early attachment and competencies in subsequently developing domains of socioemotional development arise from the spreading effect of (in)security on functioning across many levels (including cognitive, emotional, and neurobiological) that may or may not depend on the ongoing quality of caregiving. Researchers could test this model through large-scale longitudinal interventions. Such studies may be important for understanding why and how attachment affects development and why, under some circumstances, it does not, information crucial for developing appropriately targeted interventions.
In summary, our meta-analyses of nearly five decades of research on early attachment relationships provide evidence consistent with claims made by attachment theory that attachment security is not determined by infants’ temperamental characteristics and have long-term significance for children’s socioemotional development. However, researchers need to go beyond current measurement models; place more emphasis on mediating and moderating mechanisms; and conduct joint, multisite efforts to replicate, refine, and extend core findings in attachment research.
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Figure 1. Combined effect sizes for the four attachment categories for social competence with peers, externalizing symptoms, internalizing symptoms, and temperament.

*Note. Secure = Secure v. Insecure; Avoidant = Insecure-Avoidant v. Not-Avoidant; Resistant = Insecure-Resistant v. Not-Resistant; Disorganized = Disorganized v. Not-Disorganized. Effect sizes are presented in the direction of hypotheses. Thus, security was associated meta-analytically with higher levels of social competence and lower levels of externalizing and internalizing symptomatology, whereas insecure subtypes were associated meta-analytically with lower levels of social competence and higher levels of externalizing and internalizing symptomatology. Security and avoidance were associated meta-analytically with lower levels of negative temperament, whereas resistance and disorganization were associated meta-analytically with higher levels of negative temperament. Asterisks over bars indicate significant combined effect sizes. Asterisks along lines indicate significant differences between the combined effect sizes. N = total number of children; k = number of independent studies.

*p < .05    **p < .01
Note. Top graph displays effect sizes for the association between security (vs. insecurity) and children’s peer competence. Middle and bottom graphs display effect sizes for the association between insecurity (vs. security) and children’s externalizing and internalizing symptoms, respectively. For each outcome domain, effect sizes for (in)security are displayed by child sex, clinical status (not-clinical versus parent/child clinical), and SES (high/middle versus low). Positive effect sizes indicate the association was in the direction of hypotheses (e.g., security was associated meta-analytically with higher levels of social competence for girls). Negative effect sizes indicate the association was in the opposite direction of hypotheses (e.g., insecurity was associated meta-analytically with lower levels of internalizing problems for girls). Asterisks over bars indicate significant combined effect sizes. Asterisks along lines indicate significant differences between the combined effect sizes. SES =...
Figure 2. Combined effect sizes for secure versus insecure infants and children’s peer competence, externalizing symptoms, and internalizing symptoms by children’s sex, clinical status, and socioeconomic status.